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Life experience doesn’t
define competence
Letter from Marcus Tan
Singaporeans have recently
questioned the ability of politicians to relate to the average citizen’s situation, on televised political forums and online.
While I agree that sharing
similar life experiences can help
policy-makers relate to ordinary
Singaporeans, I feel that it does
not make the former any less competent if they do not have this.
The fact that he does not suffer from the same ailments as
his patients would not diminish
a good doctor’s ability to understand, diagnose and treat them. A
competent Member of Parliament
or political leader should be able
to empathise with the people and
provide assistance, regardless of
his or her personal lifestyle.
I appreciate the fact that,
while it is difficult to address every

individual’s problem, our “doctors”
are trying their best to prescribe
“broad-spectrum antibiotics” such
as Workfare and MediShield, to
help alleviate some of the conditions faced by the less fortunate.
There are those — like banker
and political candidate Gan Thiam
Poh — who have had their fair share
of hardships in life which motivated
them to help others, and this will
stand the people in good stead
when policies are crafted.
Ultimately, the problems
each person faces and how they
are affected are as unique as the
individual himself, and it would
be impossible for anyone else to
perfectly relate to their quagmire.
But it is our responsibility to elect
productive, compassionate policymakers who can provide the best
solutions for as many citizens as
possible, so that there may be a
better Singapore.

Parties should avoid
places of worship
Letter from
M Lukshumayeh
Watching the News 5 Tonight on Sunday, it seems
that the Singapore Democratic Alliance led by the
party’s secretary-general
included in their walkabout a Hindu temple and a
Chinese temple, where they
were seen distributing the
party’s leaflets.
While it is understandable that political parties
wish to reach out to people

in every nook and cranny,
it may be better to refrain
from going into places of
worship to disseminate their
political ideologies.
Singapore has always
taken the position that politics and religion should not
be mixed and it is, therefore, hoped that this transgression is not repeated
by all political parties. Let
worshippers at places of
worship undertake their
prayers without unnecessary distraction.

¢ Correction

In the report “S’pore retail
sales dip due to fall in car
sales” (April 16), we reported that, excluding motor
vehicles, retail sales dipped
3.5 per cent from February

last year, after a 2.5 per
cent fall in January. The latter figure is incorrect. There
was a 16 per cent increase
in January. We apologise for
the error.

What matters more than age ...
Letter from Kwan Jin Yao
I refer to the report, “The grassroots edge,
with youth on its side” (April 15). Fielding
a team of relatively young candidates —
many in their 20s and 30s — seems like a
calculated decision on the part of the People’s Action Party (PAP). A new generation
of Singaporeans will have the opportunity
to express their political sentiments at the
polling booth. Younger political candidates,
with their exposure to and use of social
media and online channels, may be able

to reach out and relate to their younger
constituents more effectively.
Nevertheless, has too much emphasis
been placed on the age and youth of the election hopefuls, instead of allowing for more
holistic evaluations of their intrinsic motivations, policy positions and on-the-ground
sensitivities? As a young Singaporean and
stakeholder, I would not be inclined to vote
for a politician on the basis of his age per se.
Therefore, if age does not matter, what does?
First, constituents would be betteracquainted with individuals who have been

consistently walking the ground and seizing these opportunities to comprehend
bread-and-butter concerns or community
issues. Second, as potential parliamentarians, candidates should pro-actively make
their voices heard. Some candidates have
started to utilise online platforms to offer
commentaries on substantive policy issues
— such as improving healthcare for the
elderly or improving the quality of education — though the reviews online have
been mixed. Young Singaporeans, with
their interest and access to information,

have constantly reflected the desire to be
engaged in discussions on socio-economic
issues that matter.
Finally, individual candidates must not
be afraid to respond to questions or calls
for clarification on matters related to their
lives or personal decisions: Such as why
join politics if the grassroots work they
have been doing can be equally fulfilling, or
whether the completion of National Service
matters for a political candidate.
These questions matter; and Singaporeans have the right to know.

